Abstract-Due to differences in server capacity, external bandwidth, and client demand, some Web servers value cache hits more than others. Assuming that a shared cache knows the extent to which different servers value hits, it may employ a value-sensitive replacement policy in order to generate maximum aggregate value for servers. We consider both the prediction and value aspects of this problem and introduce a novel value-sensitive LFU/LRU hybrid which biases the allocation of cache space toward documents whose origin servers value caching most highly. We compare our algorithm with others from the Web caching literature and discuss from an economic standpoint the problems associated with obtaining servers' private valuation information.
I. INTRODUCTION
S INCE the inception of the World Wide Web, caching has helped to reduce server load, network traffic, and latency at the client end. However, among researchers no clear consensus exists on the relative importance of these goals or of related performance metrics such as hit rate and byte hit rate. Furthermore, Web caches currently provide only "best-effort" service, in the sense that they do not account for possible differences in the extent to which system stakeholders (clients, servers, and ISPs) value caching.
We begin with the premise that Web cache performance is best measured in terms of user satisfaction, and we conjecture that system users are heterogeneous with respect to the value they receive when their documents are served from cache. Finally, we observe that storage space in shared Web caches-proxies serving corporateor campus-sized LANs and backbone caches embedded in high-speed networks, as opposed to browser cachescan be diverted to serve those who value caching most by removal policies sensitive to heterogeneous user preferences. Caches are ideal loci for variable-QoS mechanisms.
Although not universally accepted, user-centered design is an increasingly important paradigm in computer science. For example, it has emerged as the dominant approach in human-computer interaction and interface design [1] , and as the basis for a large literature on Internet congestion control via pricing and related user feedback systems (e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] ). The fundamental premise is that a computer or networking system is only as good as its users believe it to be. When multiple objectives or various conflicting performance metrics are proposed, the design conflicts can be resolved by appealing to those choices that maximize some appropriate function of user valuations. User centricity not only provides a unifying approach to performance evaluation, but it also suggests a design principle: systems that are intelligently responsive to user expressions of relative value will tend to perform well.
In this paper we take a user-centered approach to the design and evaluation of Web caching replacement policies. We explore a scenario in which Web content providers (servers) reveal to a shared cache the value they receive from cache hits on their documents. We propose a hybrid of LFU (least frequently used) and LRU (least re-cently used) replacement policies that is sensitive to server valuations, and in trace-driven simulations compare it to GD-Size, another value-sensitive replacement policy. Our results show that our algorithm typically outperforms GDSize in terms of aggregate user value. We show that performance can be improved even more by tuning an aging parameter.
When messages from servers determine cache removal priority, we might expect servers to strategically misreport their values in order to bias performance in their favor. Successful implementations of user-centered designs that involve contention over shared resources often require an incentive mechanism that induces truthful value reporting. Although the design of such a mechanism for our replacement policy is beyond the scope of this paper, it is an important problem, and one that will be shared by any user value-sensitive algorithm. We include a brief characterization of the economic incentives problem, and suggest directions in which it might be solved.
In the next Section we discuss the nature of valuesensitive replacement policies, and describe several from the existing Web caching literature. In Section III we explain how the traditional caching problem can be decomposed into two problems-value differentiation and prediction-and present several empirical analyses of Web trace data to justify the design choices we made for the prediction features of our algorithm. In Section IV we present empirical results comparing the value-sensitive performance of GD-Size with that of our algorithm. Section V describes circumstances under which biased frequencysensitive algorithms such as ours do not perform well. We conclude in Section VI by discussing incentive issues surrounding value-sensitive caching.
II. VALUE-SENSITIVE REPLACEMENT POLICIES
Actual production caches currently employ LRU-like algorithms or periodic purge policies, often for reasons related to disk performance, but a far wider range of removal policies has been explored in the research literature. Williams et al. present a systematic taxonomy of policies organized by the sort keys which determine the removal order of cached documents [6] . For instance, LRU evicts documents in ascending order of last access time and LFU employs ascending reference count. See Bahn et al. [7] and the references therein for a recent review of the large literature on removal policies. The early literature on Web cache replacement algorithms considered policies intended to maximize performance metrics such as hit rate and byte hit rate; in a sense, the implicit design paradigm is one in which the cache designer "hard wires" into a cache the objective function it will maximize by specifying a fairly rigid replacement policy.
We expect different servers to value cache hits on their objects differently, possibly with quite large differences. Some servers will have clients who are much less tolerant of delay, and who may be willing to pay for a higher quality of service. Some servers may be quite constrained in their own network connections and server equipment, and thus may value off-loading traffic to a network cache. The latter may especially make sense during temporary surges in demand for their objects that do not justify major capacity upgrades (e.g., following new software or document releases, or when a site otherwise becomes transiently hot, such as the NASA JPL site during the Jupiter probe flyby). The existing market for object mirroring and distributed replication used by, e.g., software companies for distribution, is concrete evidence of the differing values that servers place on distributed object storage. Together with complementary research into variable-QoS Web content hosting [8] , the small but growing family of valuesensitive caching policies address the needs of a heterogeneous user community.
A. Value Model
We assume that servers associate with each of their documents u a number W u indicating the value they receive per byte when u is served from cache: the value generated by a cache hit equals W u size u . This information can be conveyed to a shared cache in HTTP reply headers. We might speak of miss cost rather than hit value; the two perspectives are essentially equivalent. Thus, we can compare all replacement algorithms-value sensitive or insensitive, value or cost based-in terms of value hit rate (VHR), defined as
VHR
hits W u size u requests W u size u : (1) This performance metric is a natural generalization of the familiar byte hit rate measure: when all W u = c for some constant c > 0, VHR is equal to byte hit rate.
Cao and Irani's "GreedyDual-Size" (GD-Size) algorithm attempts to optimize an arbitrary objective function which may be supplied at dynamically, at cache run time [9] . Given weights W u GD-Size seeks to maximize aggregate value (or minimize aggregate cost) across all requests. Following a request for u, the document's removal priority is set to W u + L. L is an aging term initialized to zero; following a removal it is set to the priority of the evicted document. LRU breaks ties between documents whose removal priority is otherwise identical [10] . GDSize is a value-sensitive recentist algorithm; when all values W u are equal, it reduces to LRU.
Our original "server-weighted LFU" (swLFU) is a frequentist algorithm [11] . Removal priority is determined by weighted reference count W u N u , where N u is the number of requests for u since it last entered the cache; last access time breaks ties between documents with identical value-weighted reference counts. When all W u are equal and positive, swLFU reduces to LFU; when all weights are zero it becomes LRU.
Very recently Arlitt et al. have introduced a frequencysensitive variant of GD-Size, "GD-Size with Frequency" (GDSF) [12] . In GDSF a document's removal priority is set to N u W u + L following a hit, where L has the same meaning as in GD-Size. (Unfortunately we became aware of this work too late to include GDSF in all but one of our experiments.)
Many studies have been published on the relative performance of value-insensitive caching policies. In this paper we compare value-sensitive policies according to a valuesensitive metric. Before presenting our empirical studies, we suggest a conceptual framework in which to analyze caching policies. Using this framework, we then uncover regularities in trace data that guide our design of the algorithm we test against GD-Size.
III. PREDICTION VS. VALUE SENSITIVITY
One approach to designing Web caching systems, typical of much of the earliest literature, is to implement new features on an ad hoc basis and test performance experimentally. A more refined approach, increasingly common in recent work, is to identify regularities in Web cache workloads and to implement features that are well-suited to these regularities (see Reference [13] for a sophisticated example). To put this latter approach on a solid basis, we suggest a conceptual framework within which to analyze trace data and to design caching policies. We then present empirical analysis within this framework that guides our design choices.
The performance of any user-value-sensitive caching system depends on how well it solves two distinct problems: prediction and value differentiation. Any measure of performance will depend on having objects already waiting in the cache before they are requested, hence prediction. Since resources (network bandwidth, CPU, disk space, human time for management) are scarce and costly, and objects are created and changed in real time, we cannot always have all objects waiting in cache in advance. Therefore, of the set of objects predicted to be requested, we need to differentiate their value to determine which to cache.
Value-insensitive algorithms have largely focused on solving the prediction problem, ranking documents for removal based on estimated likelihood of future requests. Thus, we might expect recentist algorithms like LRU to perform well when there is substantial temporal locality in user requests; frequentist approaches are better suited to time-independent requests.
In this paper, we focus primarily on the relatively new problem of value differentiation. However, an algorithm will not serve users well if it does value differentiation well, but performs poorly at prediction. Therefore, before performing our experiments we analyzed trace data (and the literature) to find regularities important for prediction, and used these findings to hardwire certain features into our algorithm, while allowing value differentiation to be dynamically driven by user valuations. 1 From our data and the prior literature, we have identified four Web request stream characteristics relevant to prediction: 1. Low temporal locality of reference. 2. Zipf-like document popularity distribution. 3. Nonstationary request process. 4. Weak size-popularity correlation.
We measure temporal locality with an LRU stack distance transformation. We add the URLs in the stream to an infinite-capacity stack as follows: if the URL is not present in the stack, we push it on the top (at depth 1) and output "miss"; this increases by 1 the depth of all items already in the stack. If a URL is present in the stack ("hit"), we output its depth, remove it, and replace it at the top. For example, the symbol stream "ABBACBD" yields "miss miss 1 2 miss 3 miss." Maximal temporal locality occurs when all references to the same symbol are adjacent on the input, in which case all hits occur at depth 1; the string "AABBBCD" has the same relative symbol frequencies as in the previous example, but now a stack distance transform yields "miss 1 miss 1 1 miss miss." See References [14] and [15] for a more detailed explanation of the stack distance model and its application to Web caching. Figure 1 shows the CDF of LRU stack hits in 14-day request streams collected during August 1998 at three NLANR caches [16] . These traces range in length from 5.5 million to 7.9 million requests; see Reference [11] for details. The median stack depth of hits ranges from 100,000 to 200,000, indicating weak temporal locality. This conclusion is consistent with several recent findings, e.g., Mahanti & Williamson, who report consistently low temporal locality across several shared-cache workloads [15] , and Barford et al., who report that temporal locality in client traces declined between 1995 and 1998 [14] . The implication is that pure recentist algorithms like LRU may not have very high predictive success, especially for smaller caches. Our second observation is that the frequency of document requests in our traces is Zipf-like, i.e., the number of references to the ith most popular document is proportional to 1=i . This is qualitatively apparent in Figure 2 , a log-log plot of reference count as a function of popularity rank for six 28-day NLANR traces collected during March 1999; Table I presents ter. If we assume that temporal locality is so weak as to be negligible and that document references are independent, the Zipf-like popularity distribution argues strongly in favor of frequentist prediction; see Breslau et al. for a more thorough discussion [17] . Even if document references are independent, the distribution which generates them may change over time. This effect is apparent when we examine day-to-day changes in the set of popular documents ("hot set drift"). day's 500 most popular documents that were among the 500 most popular on 1 March. We see that the composition of the "hot set" changes gradually over time (Mahanti & Williamson report qualitatively similar results for other traces [15] ). The implication is that pure frequentist prediction (LFU) will likely suffer a "cache pollution" problem: formerly-popular documents that are no longer requested often will clutter the cache as time goes on. We confirmed the pollution conjecture by a simple experiment: using one of our August 1998 NLANR traces, we simulated 4GB and 8GB caches using LRU and LFU. We compute hit rates separately within non-overlapping windows of 250,000 requests each, shown in initially outperforms LRU, but over time its performance deteriorates; the problem is more severe at the smaller cache size. Thus, in time series terms, we have observed low positive serial correlation at high frequencies (absence of temporal locality), and negative serial correlation at low frequencies (hot set drift). Recency information can play an important role in prediction, but policies like LRU do not exploit it well. Finally, no clear relationship between document size and popularity is evident in the six traces used in our experiments. In Table I we provide summary statistics on the six traces we use, including size-frequency correlations. In each trace the correlation between document size and popularity does not differ significantly from zero. The design implication is that we should not discriminate against either large or small documents.
From our analysis of request streams we conclude that a mix of frequentist and recentist prediction is appropriate. We implement a simple convex combination of LFU and LRU, together with value sensitivity, for an algorithm we call aged server-weighted LFU (A-swLFU). The default replacement policy is to evict objects based on the valueweighted frequency count as described in Section II; however, on every Kth eviction we remove the LRU item. This reduces to original swLFU and plain LRU as special cases (K = 0 and K = 1, respectively). 2 Adjustable parameters may impose a burden on administrators if they are to be well-tuned, and thus need to be justified. Our K-aging has a nice property, however:
it is essentially an optional increment over current algorithms. The choice of K could be hard-wired at compile time at no additional cost to real-time administrators; indeed the choices 0 and 1 are equivalent to the pure frequentist and recentist approaches in current use. Since we know that a K other than 0 or 1 can substantially improve performance, cache administrators can make the decision whether the benefits are sufficient to justify the additional burden.
Whereas "LRU" unambiguously specifies a replacement policy, the family of LFU-like algorithms are parameterized by answers to the following questions: 1. What criteria break ties between documents with identical reference counts? 2. Are reference counts maintained on items even after they have been evicted from cache? 3. After a document request is processed, is the document guaranteed to be in cache? (Is placement following a miss mandatory or optional?) Figure 5 shows the impact of the last two parameters on byte hit rate for LFU algorithms that use LRU to break ties. Throughout this paper we use LRU as a secondary removal criterion in all algorithms. We explore variants of LFU in which reference counts persist across evictions ("Perfect 2 Lee et al. [18] define a different continuum between LRU and LFU for the unweighted case (Wu = 1 for all u). Bahn et al. have very recently generalized this algorithm to the weighted case of interest to us [7] ; however we became aware of this work too late to include it in our experiments. LFU" in the terminology of Breslau et al. [17] ), and in which they are defined only for cached items ("in-cache LFU"). While some theoretical investigations consider the case of optional placement [19] , we find empirically that it never confers a substantial advantage over mandatory placement and often incurs a severe performance penalty. Therefore we consider only mandatory-placement variants of LFU.
From a large spectrum of algorithms with different prediction characteristics, we used our empirical evidence to select one that is a hybrid of recentist and frequentist methods, with mandatory placement and user value sensitivity.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We compare value-sensitive removal policies through trace-driven simulations using Web request streams collected at six NLANR cache sites during 1-28 March 1999 [16] . Prior to simulation we pre-process raw cache access logs by removing dynamic content and preserving only successful requests for items not present in client caches. Our six processed traces are summarized in Table I.
A. Heterogeneous Valuations
To explore the relative performance of value-sensitive removal policies, we conducted experiments of the following form: Randomly assign to each server s a weight W s drawn uniformly from the set f1; 10; 100; 1000; 10000g, then set W u = W s for all documents u hosted by server s, and finally compute value hit rates for various algorithms at different cache sizes. In Figure 6 we show mean VHR over five weight assignments at cache sizes ranging from 64MB to 16GB for perfect and in-cache variants of AswLFU with K = 100; no attempt was made to tune K to particular traces or cache sizes. We present LRU at cache sizes from 1-16GB to illustrate the gap between conventional and value-sensitive algorithms. Our results suggest that even without a well-tuned aging parameter A-swLFU offers negligible performance advantages over GD-Size at larger cache sizes (4-16GB), but consistently yields better VHR at smaller cache sizes in most of our traces. In Figure 7 we show the potential gains from tuning the K parameter. We computed VHR averaged over 20 [17] . However the gains over incache A-swLFU and GDSF are modest and may not justify the extra cost of retaining frequency tables on evicted documents. Optimally-tuned in-cache A-swLFU and GDSF perform almost identically; since both are value-sensitive combinations of recentist and frequentist approaches, this is not surprising. GD-Size, which does not exploit frequency information, performs noticeably worse except at large cache sizes.
Aged weighted LFU appears to work best when cache space is moderately scarce. This performance advantage might be especially important if main-memory caches become common. At least some current caching systems appear to be disk I/O constrained [20] . It is conceivable that Web demand and network bandwidth will grow so rapidly that disk bandwidth cannot keep pace, in which case RAM-only caches would become a reasonable design option. The absence of disks would remove many practical constraints that currently limit cache designers' choice of removal policy. A value-sensitive replacement algorithm would enable a modest-sized diskless cache to provide "premium" service for those willing to pay for minimal latency. Our resuts show that GDSF and A-swLFU are good replacement policies for such a cache.
B. Homogeneous Valuations
As a "sanity check" we also consider the degenerate case where all documents have equal weight, W u = 1 for all u. 3 As noted in Section II, GD-Size reduces to ordinary LRU in this case, and our VHR performance metric reduces to byte hit rate. aged) in-cache LFU performs poorly in terms of byte hit rate [17] . However, we find that the addition of aging without any attempt to tune the aging parameter improves the performance of in-cache LFU beyond that of un-aged perfect LFU. As expected, aged perfect LFU generally performs best. Finally, in three of six cases (PA, PB, and SD) LRU outperforms un-aged perfect LFU at all cache sizes, contrary to Breslau et al.'s claim that perfect LFU generally performs better than LRU in terms of BHR. More remarkably, aged in-cache LFU outperforms aged perfect LFU on two traces (PA and SD), and performs roughly as well one other (SV).
How much can we potentially gain by tuning K at a particular cache? Figure 9 shows byte hit rate as K varies solid and dashed lines meet at K = 1 because both algorithms reduce to LRU at that K value.) Remarkably, at every cache size in-cache LFU with optimal K outperforms perfect LFU with optimal K. In other words, it appears that well-tuned aging might eliminate any advantage of maintaining reference counts on evicted documents in the heterogeneous valuation (unweighted) case. Figure 9 furthermore appears to confirm our earlier conjecture that the optimal amount of aging depends on cache size; larger caches require more aggressive aging (lower K).
V. LIMITS TO BIASED LFU
We can identify at least two situations in which weighted-LFU algorithms do not perform much better than their unweighted counterparts: when value differences are undone by the law of large numbers, and when weights span a narrow range. for instance, popular URLs will tend to have V u close to 5.5. Ordinary LFU and cwLFU differ only insofar as V u differ substantially across objects, and this does not happen when client weights are uncorrelated with reference counts. It is conceivable that such correlations do exist in the real world, e.g., we might imagine that impatient clients who value cache hits highly have similar reading habits. However, such correlations are difficult to model and we do not speculate further about them. We have also found that swLFU does not perform well with weights drawn from a narrow range, e.g., 1-10. The reason is that URL reference counts N u vary over many orders of magnitude (Figure 2 ). If weights W u span only one order of magnitude, their influence on the behavior of swLFU may be negligible.
We can illustrate both of weighted LFU's difficulties through a simple experiment: obtain URL reference counts n iu from an actual Web cache access log, and assign to the clients in the log weights w i drawn randomly from f1; 2; : : : ; 10g. Create two lists of URL tuples of the form (u; N u ; V u ), one sorted in descending order of reference counts N u and the other sorted on cwLFU removal priority V u . Examine the overlap in the top k URLs on both lists as a function of k. If the two lists are very similar, the top k sub-lists will overlap substantially even for small values of k; if the lists are very different, the overlap will be small except for large values of k. This exercise provides a crude way to compare the contents of weighted and unweighted caches: the top k items on our two sorted lists are roughly those that would be contained in unweighted LFU and cwLFU caches of size k after processing the request stream in the access log. This experiment can be performed for swLFU as well as cwLFU; in both cases removal priority is weighted reference count. narios: client weights drawn from a narrow ranges (top), and server weights drawn from our high-variance distribution (bottom). Reference counts n iu are from the NLANR SV log of 17 March 1999. For a cache capable of holding between 10,000 and 100,000 documents, weighted and unweighted LFU yield very similar cache contents (80% overlap), and therefore similar hit/miss behavior, in the narrow-weight-range cwLFU case. By contrast, the similarity between weighted and unweighted cache contents is far lower (25% overlap) in the wide-weight-range swLFU case.
VI. INCENTIVES
User-centric value-sensitive replacement policies require information about user valuations. By measuring performance (VHR) using server announcements of their values (W u ), we have been implicitly assuming that these announcements are truthful. Unfortunately, when cache replacement is directly affected by the announced values, it will generally be in each server's private interest to systematically misreport its valuations: no matter how low their true values, they would like their objects to get better treatment than another server's objects. The problem of strategic announcements is generic and confronts any value-sensitive replacement policy: a reliable source of user value information is needed to improve on insensitive policies. 4 A powerful approach to this problem is known as mechanism design; see Reference [21] for a good introduction. The approach is to provide participants with economic incentives such that it is in their rational self-interest to provide useful valuation information. The search over possible incentive schemes is considerably simplified by the Revelation Principle [22] , which states that any aggregate user value that can be achieved by some incentive scheme can be equivalently achieved by a scheme in which it is rational for participants to tell the truth. Nonetheless, the design of incentive mechanisms is technically challenging, and is beyond the scope of this paper. We merely offer some observations on the possible shape of a good scheme.
One important result originally due to Vickrey [23] and generalized to a much richer set of problems in Reference [24] lends some intuition for the problem. Vickrey proposed the second price auction: charge the winner of a single good auction the second highest bid. The bidder's announcement affects only when she wins, not how much she pays, and it can be shown that the bidder's dominant strategy is to bid her true valuation for the good being sold.
The Varian & MacKie-Mason generalization [24] suggests that charging a server for each hit the valuation announced for the object that was most recently evicted might be incentive compatible. This would work if caching decisions were a one-shot activity. Unfortunately it is not, and in this example, the server's bid would affect future payments, and thus it will not be optimal to tell the truth. For example, if the current price is less than the server's true value, it will want to overbid in order to increase its object's duration in the cache, since each hit will produce value greater than its cost.
In another paper we proposed a quite different approach to value-sensitive caching, in which we periodically auctioned off cache space [25] . In that setting we were able to provide an incentive-compatible scheme. In future work we will report on incentive schemes for the value-sensitive policies discussed in this paper.
